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Abstract

Information on the behavior of programs is essential for
deciding the number and nature of functional units in high
performance architectures. In this paper, we present studies on the balance of access and computation tasks on a
typical RISC architecture, the MIPS. The MIPS programs
are analyzed to nd the demands they place on the memory system and the oating point or integer computation
units. A balance metric that indicates the match of accessing power to computation power is calculated. It is
observed that many of the SPEC oating point programs
and kernels from supercomputing applications typically
considered as computation intensive programs, place extensive demands on the memory system in terms of memory bandwidth. Access related instructions are seen to
dominate most instruction streams. We discuss how these
instruction stream characteristics can limit the instruction issue in superscalar processors. The properties of the
dynamic instruction mix are used to alert computer architects to the importance of memory bandwidth. Single
instruction stream parallelism will not be much greater
than two if memory bandwidth is only one. A decoupled access/execute architecture with multiple load/store
units and queues which alleviate the balance problem is
presented.
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1 Introduction

Increasingly sophisticated circuit design and well-thoughtout architectures have lifted microprocessors to new pinnacles of performance. In all high-performance architectures, there should be a close match between the number
and nature of functional units in the system and the dynamic instruction mix of the applications running on the
system. The functional units on a machine must re ect
the instruction frequency if we are to achieve ecient utilization of functional units. In this paper we study MIPS
programs from DECStation 5000 to obtain a picture of
the balance of accessing and computation, while executing typical oating point programs.
A computer is said to be balanced when it can operate
in a steady state manner with both memory accesses and
oating point operations being performed at peak speed
[3]. Callahan, Cocke and Kennedy [3] de ned two metrics called `machine balance' and `loop balance' which together indicate how eciently a loop can be executed on a
particular pipelined processor. They de ned machine balance m as the rate at which oating point operands can
be fetched from memory compared to the rate at which
oating point operations can be performed. They also
de ned a metric called loop balance L , which is naturally associated with each program loop. Loop balance
is de ned as the ratio of the number of words accessed
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to the number of ops performed. As evident from the
de nitions, when machine balance is less than loop balance, the loop needs more data than what the fetch unit
can provide and such programs are traditionally called
memory-bound programs. If loop balance is less than machine balance, the loop is compute-bound and if the two
metrics are equal, the loop is said to be balanced. They
further noticed that in pipelined architectures, the equation for loop balance has to be adjusted for idle cycles due
to pipeline interlock. To perform an experimental evaluation of the balance of typical oating point programs on
a typical RISC architecture is one of the objectives of this
study.
Many architectures perform accessing and address
arithmetic concurrently with oating point operations to
construct a fast processor [3]. A typical example is the decoupled access/execute (DAE) architecture [22] [26] [11]
[12]. To investigate the balance of conventional DAE architectures and design a balanced DAE con guration is
another objective of this research e ort.
Hammerstrom [8] studied memory reference entropy
or information content of the memory references performed by a computer program. He studied CPU memory
referencing behavior by separating the memory accesses
that are used for fetching data elements required for computation purposes and those used for fetching data required for address generation purposes. He called the accesses solely used for address generation as overhead memory references. Examples of overhead memory references
are accessing of loop indices and loop bounds. Hammerstrom observed that more than half of all memory references made by IBM 360 programs are overhead memory
accesses. In some of the programs he traced, almost 90%
of all memory references constituted an overhead. With
the advent of RISC architectures with large register sets,
most of the information required to compute addresses are
allocated to registers. To the best of our knowledge, no
program behavior study after the advent of RISC architectures and the RISC optimizing compilers, has done a
study on the overhead memory accesses made by RISC
programs. To perform such a study is another objective
of this paper.

1.1 Overview

In this paper, we present an experimental evaluation of the
balance and memory reference entropy of several oating
point benchmark programs in a typical pipelined RISC
processor pair, the MIPS R3000/3010. Several benchmark programs are executed on the DEC 5000 workstation and program instruction mix analyzed to investigate
the loop or program balance. In section 2, we present
analysis based on the dynamic instruction mix of the programs. Program balance is analyzed in section 2.1. Address arithmetic is quanti ed in section 2.2 and the access
related part of the instruction mix is quanti ed in section 2.3. Overhead memory accesses are investigated in
section 2.4 and some e ects of loop transformations and
compiler optimizations are discussed in section 2.5. In

section 3, we discuss the impact of the imbalance in the
instruction stream on superscalar instruction issue, on the
performance of DAE and other ne-grain parallel architectures, and on prefetching and latency reducing techniques.
The design of a DAE architecture with multiple load/store
units and multiple queues is also presented. We conclude
the paper in section 4.

2 Instruction Stream Characterization

Our objective is to characterize oating point programs
that typically constitute supercomputing applications.
The experiments are performed on a DEC5000 workstation, which uses the MIPS R3000/3010 processors. The
benchmark programs include ve of the six oating point
programs from the SPEC suite and several kernels from
typical supercomputing applications including concatenated Lawrence Livermore Loops, convolution and correlation algorithms and the saxpy routine from Linpacks.
The Lawrence Loops are concatenated together to yield
a longer program. They are coded in Fortran and C;
the Fortran version is labeled concat.f and the C version
is called concat.c. The C programs are compiled with
MIPS compilers CC 2.1. The FORTRAN benchmarks are
compiled with the DEC FORTRAN compiler version 3.0.
While compiling the SPEC programs, the SPEC Make les
are strictly adhered to. The optimizations and various
ags are in accordance with the SPEC Make les. The
small benchmarks in C were compiled with the highest
level of optimization, -O4 and also with the default optimization level of -O1. (Occasionally we refer to the -O1
and -O4 versions as unoptimized and optimized versions
respectively.)
Two sets of tools are used to collect dynamic instruction statistics - (i) the MIPS pro ling tools pixie and pixstats and (ii) in-house pro ling tools that we developed.
The pro ling tools pixie and pixstats provide a variety of
details connected with program execution - such as each
opcode and its frequency of usage, a histogram of branch
distances, oating point interlock statistics, etc. In addition to details furnished by pixie and pixstats, we were
interested in obtaining information on address arithmetic
and overhead memory references performed by the programs. This motivated us to develop our own pro ling
tools, which analyzed the instruction stream and tagged
address arithmetic and overhead memory references. The
arithmetic instructions used for computing addresses for
memory accesses are called address arithmetic instructions. Address arithmetic instructions can be identi ed by
back-tracking the base registers in load and store instructions. Manipulation of loop indices to point to the next
required array element is also considered as address arithmetic. The memory accesses that fetch the operands used
in the computation instructions are tagged as data access
and memory accesses to fetch loop indices or such information used for address generation are tagged as overhead
memory accesses. The pro ler program accepts the a.out
les of the benchmarks. Appendix I provides an example
of how our pro ling program would tag a sample program
with data access, execute, address arithmetic, overhead
memory access or branch tags.

2.1 Program Balance

We de ne program balance on an architecture as the
ratio of number of accesses performed to the number of
oating point operations performed. i. e.
= L+S
(1)
F

where L denotes the number of loads and S denotes the
number of stores and F represents the number of oating point operations performed. Callahan et al. discusses

how idle cycles in the oating point unit due to pipeline
interlocks make the aforementioned metric de nition inaccurate. Considering the pipeline interlocks, the balance
metric gets modi ed to
L+S
(2)
mod = F + I
where I represents the number of idle cycles due to interlock. The pixstats output gives information about the
number of oating point interlocks per op. This lets us
to compute a `modi ed program balance', taking into account the pipeline balance. Since I is dependent on the
implementation, the modi ed balance metric mod is valid
only for a speci c implementation of an architecture. Table 1 illustrates the percentage of loads and stores and
oating point operations in the dynamic instruction mix
of the programs we analyzed.
Benchmark
tomcatv
nasa7
fpppp
doduc
matrix300
G.M.

%Load % pt
+
%Store
55.9
32.2
52.0
24.0
60.5
24.2
35.9
22.9
55.5
18.4
51.2
24.0

1.74
2.17
2.50
1.57
3.02
2.14

interlocks
per op
0.264
0.614
0.542
1.490
0.125
0.439

mod

1.37
1.35
1.62
0.62
2.68
1.38

Table 1.a Balance in the SPEC Floating Point Programs
Benchmark
concat.c
concat.f
conv
corr
saxpy.eq
saxpy.uneq
G.M.

%Load % pt
+
%Store
55.2
30.1
67.5
25.7
66.0
16.2
41.1
21.0
69.2
22.7
35.2
11.5
53.9
20.2

1.83
2.62
4.07
1.96
3.04
3.06
2.66

interlocks
per op
0.71
0.27
0.27
0.01
0.25
0.001
0.07

mod

1.07
2.07
3.20
1.94
2.43
3.06
2.16

Table 1.b Balance in the small benchmark programs
According to our de nition, if program balance is
greater than 1, the program is access bound and if it
is less than 1, it is compute bound. The metric mod
is equivalent to the ratio of L and m in [3]. On the
MIPS system, the SPEC oating point benchmarks indicate a balance of 2.14 (without considering idle cycles
due to pipeline interlocks) and 1.38 considering the interlocks. The small benchmarks yield a balance of 2.66
without considering pipeline interlocks and 2.16 taking
into e ect the interlocks. Thus we observe that the SPEC
oating point programs as well as the small benchmarks
place more demands on the memory subsystem than on
the oating point units in the MIPS environment. This is
evident from Fig. 1 which illustrates the memory access
part of the workload in comparison to the oating point
computation workload.
The most surprising observation from Table 1 is that
almost half of all the instructions in the instruction stream
are memory references. We looked at reported instruction
pro ling studies on the MIPS architecture to verify that
we were not making an error. In Cmelik et al.'s studies
[4], for the SPEC oating point benchmarks, 46% of all
instructions on the MIPS are memory reference instructions. In Sohi and Franklin's studies presented in [20],
for the three SPEC oating point benchmarks they used,
loads and stores add up to 37%. (It may be noted that

Lawrence Livermore Loops have the lowest percentage of
address calculation instructions. This is because, most of
the Lawrence Loops involve only sequential referencing of
arrays and such address patterns are eciently optimized
by the Fortran compiler. For the SPEC benchmarks, only
the results from the optimized version are presented, since
nding out the e ect of optimization on the SPEC benchmarks involves altering the Make les provided by SPEC.
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Figure 1: Number of memory access vs oating point computation instructions in typical benchmark programs
there is no di erence in the order of the numbers, and that
there is nothing that makes our ndings suspect.)
Caches can capture locality and hence the number of
words accessed from main memory may not be as high as
the number projected by the instruction mix. But this
number does denote the number of accesses required from
the cache even assuming all hits. If the cache can provide
only one word per cycle, we can safely conclude that all
the SPEC oating point benchmarks are cache bound.

2.2 Address Arithmetic

Traditional CISC architectures often have fewer on-chip
registers and for structured array references, an explicit
address calculation with the basic array access formula
is performed each time an array element is referenced.
With the advent of RISC architectures, several registers
are available to store base addresses for each of the vectors being accessed, and that could possibly reduce the
address arithmetic involved. We analyzed MIPS code
and observed that even for RISC architectures, in the unoptimized version, the array address is computed within
each iteration. In the optimized case, the starting address is calculated once before entering the inner loop.
The inner loop consists of only increments to the base
address. Hence we may say that for iterative computations with nested loops, the address arithmetic involved
in the unoptimized case is of the order O(n2 ) whereas in
the optimized case, it is only of order O(n). Table 2.a
and Table 2.b illustrate the address arithmetic instructions for levels of optimization -O4 and -O1, expressed
as a percentage of all instructions in the respective dynamic instruction stream. The results are obtained from
our pro ler program. The absolute number of instructions for each case is illustrated in Appendix II. It may
be observed that for the best optimization level available,
13% of all instructions for the SPEC oating point benchmarks and approximately 11% of all instructions for the
small benchmarks are address arithmetic. Table 2.b also
illustrates the e ect of optimizations. In the unoptimized
version, address arithmetic constitutes 33% of all instructions, whereas in the optimized code, it is only 11%. (Each
is expressed as a percentage of the total instructions in the
respective instruction stream.) The Fortran version of the

Table 2.a Address Arithmetic Instructions in the SPEC
benchmarks expressed as a percentage of all instructions
Benchmark Default (-O1) Optimized (-O4)
concat.c
46.94
10.67
concat.f
30.65
3.90
conv
34.23
10.06
corr
21.88
18.66
saxpy.eq
26.43
3.97
saxpy.uneq
49.92
51.18
G.M.
33.53
10.80
Table 2.b Address Arithmetic Instructions
in the small benchmarks expressed as a percentage
of all instructions

2.3 Access-related Instructions

Many architectures now support concurrent execution of
oating point computations and access-related operations.
It is possible for load and store operations to be completely overlapped with oating point arithmetic operations. Load, store and address arithmetic constitute access related operations that may be performed in overlap
with oating point computations. Table 3 presents the
access related instructions in the instruction stream. We
may observe that approximately two-thirds of all instructions in the instruction stream are access related. Fig. 2
illustrates the access-related operations as a part of the
whole workload, and it may be seen that they dominate
the instruction streams of all the benchmarks. The impact
of such an unbalanced instruction mix can be tremendous
but we postpone that discussion until section 3.
Benchmark %Load %Store % Addr Total
Arith
Access
Related
Instr(%)
doduc
26.6
9.3
17.1
53.0
nasa7
37.6
14.4
18.2
70.2
matrix300
37.0
18.5
21.3
76.8
fppp
43.8
16.7
9.2
69.7
tomcatv
43.6
12.3
6.2
62.1
concat.c
37.2
18.0
10.7
65.9
concat.f
47.9
19.6
3.9
71.4
conv
48.8
17.2
10.1
76.1
corr
30.6
10.5
18.7
59.8
saxpy.eq
45.9
23.3
4.0
73.2
saxpy.uneq
23.4
11.8
51.2
86.4
G.M.
37.4
15.0
11.8
68.9
Table 3 Access related instructions in the instruction
stream

Benchmark

access-related

concat.c
concat.f
conv
corr
saxpy.eq
saxpy.uneq
G.M.

other than access

saxpy.uneq

saxpy.eq

As percent of
all instructions
-O1
-O4
12.01 0.44
12.04 0.34
19.81 0.66
14.13 0.20
16.07 1.11
20.10 0.58
15.34 0.48

As percent of
memory ref instr
-O1
-O4
31.47
0.79
38.50
0.51
39.72
0.97
29.95
0.43
27.90
1.59
55.80
1.59
36.18
0.87

corr

Table 4.a Overhead memory references
in the small benchmarks
Benchmark
Total
Overhead Overhead
mem ref
mem ref
(%)
(in millions) (in millions)
doduc
566.1
67.3
11.8
nasa7
4627.7
18.5
0.4
matrix300
1303.3
5.2
0.4
fpppp
1462.2
25.5
1.7
tomcatv
767.8
0.2
0.1
G.M.
0.8
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Figure 2: Access related instructions constitute the bulk
of all instructions in typical benchmark programs

2.4 Overhead Memory References
As de ned before, memory accesses that fetch data used
solely for the generation of addresses are considered overhead memory accesses. Accessing of loop indices and
bound variables belong to this category. In CISC code
for iterative programs, often such variables are shuttled
back and forth from memory in every iteration and that
is the reason why Hammerstrom [8] found 90% of all memory accesses in some programs to be overhead. The corresponding behavior of RISC programs is investigated in
this section. We observe that even in RISC code, in the O1 version, index and address calculation information are
shuttled back and forth from memory in every iteration.
But in optimized code, a large part of such information
for structured array accesses is stored in on-chip registers.
Table 4.a illustrates the overhead memory references in
the small benchmarks with compiler options -O1 and -O4,
expressed as percentage of all instructions and of memory
reference instructions alone. It may be observed that 36%
of all memory references in the less optimized version (O1) are overhead memory references. The overhead memory references constitute less than 1% in the optimized
case (-O4), leading to the inference that RISC compilers are very successful in allocating address calculation
information to on-chip registers and eliminating memory
references required solely for generation of addresses. The
overhead memory references in the SPEC benchmarks is
also less than 1% and is illustrated in Table 4.b (absolute
values and as percentage of memory references).

Table 4.b. Memory Access Overhead
in the SPEC benchmarks

2.5 E ects of Compiler Optimization

There are several loop transformations and optimizations
that a ect the balance of programs [3]. Common subexpression elimination and register saving of temporaries reduce the number of o -chip loads. In computations such
as x(i) = x(i , 1) + y(i) and x(i) = q + y(i)  (r  z (10) +
t  z (11)), register saving of temporaries can reduce loads.
The MIPS compilers perform common subexpression elimination, elimination of RAW hazards by saving temporaries in registers etc, and hence the optimized results
presented in this paper re ects the balance with these optimizations. The data in Appendix II illustrates a few trivial and widely understood e ects of optimization. Some
of these e ects are reduction in program size, reduction in
total number of memory references, reduction in address
arithmetic, reduction in overhead memory references etc.
Table 5 illustrates the e ects quantitatively. The code
size and the total number of memory references reduce to
less than half with compiler optimization. The number of
overhead memory references made in the optimized case
is only 7% of that in the unoptimized (less optimized)
case and the number of address arithmetic instructions in
the optimized case is approximately 16% of that in the
unoptimized case.
Characteristic
Optimized (-O4)/
default (-O1) (average)
Code Size
0.45
No of memory ref
0.48
Overhead memory ref
0.07
Address Arithmetic
0.16
Table 5. Some trivial e ects of optimization
Another e ect of compiler optimization is that it reduces the temporal locality in code. CISC architectures
often had fewer on-chip registers and in those architectures and even in unoptimized RISC code, even scalars in
iterative computations used to be stored in main memory.
Repeated referencing of the scalars resulted in temporal
locality in the code. The availability of more registers in
RISC architectures resulted in scalars being allocated to

registers. The temporal locality through scalar referencing thus got reduced. For loops with RAW dependencies,
in CISC code, the results used to be written to memory
(or cache) and then read again by the next iteration (with
due care of RAW hazards). For RISC architectures with
large register sets, the compilers allocate the intermediate results to on{chip registers and avoid referencing them
from memory in further iterations. Conventional compiler
optimization thus results in a lot of the temporal locality
in the code to disappear. We do not imply that ecient
register allocation is not good. Ecient register allocation
signi cantly reduces the number of accesses performed by
a program and is extremely bene cial. But expectations
from a data cache in optimized RISC programs should be
formulated considering the fact that there is very little temporal locality in the code once compiler performs ecient
register allocation.

3 Impact of the Instruction Stream Behavior

The results reported in section 2 of this paper indicate surprising facts such as half of all the instructions in the instruction stream are memory references, almost two thirds
of all instructions are access related, etc. Such instruction
mixes indicate fundamental bottlenecks that may have a
serious impact on the design of future high performance
architectures. In section 3.1, we discuss the impact it
can have on limiting the instruction issue in superscalar
processors. In section 3.2, the impact on decoupled access/execute architectures is discussed in detail. A DAE
architecture with multiple load/store units and multiple
queues is presented. Section 3.3 shows the e ect of a wider
bus and higher bandwidth. In section 3.4, the impact of
the instruction stream on latency reducing techniques is
brie y discussed.

3.1 Superscalar Instruction Issue
Benchmark Limit
tomcatv
1.79
dnasa7
1.92
fppp
1.65
doduc
2.78
matrix300
1.80
concat.c
1.81
concat.f
1.48
conv
1.52
corr
2.43
saxpy.eq
1.45
saxpy.uneq 2.84
G.M.
1.90

Table 6. Bound on superscalar instruction issue
assuming that the memory (or cache) supplies
a maximum of one word per cycle
The peak instruction issue of a superscalar processor
s
is limited to BW
fm instructions per cycle where BWs is the
bandwidth that the data memory can supply and fm is
the fraction of all instructions that are loads and stores
[20]. The large percentage of loads and stores in the instruction stream points to the fact that if the peak bandwidth supplied by the memory is limited to one, a future
superscalar processor is not capable of issuing more than
2 or 3 instructions. Table 6 illustrates the bound on instruction issue for each program assuming peak memory
bandwidth of one. One might argue that caches will capture the locality and reduce the bandwidth requirement
of the processor. Even assuming 100% hit ratio, caches
have to provide to CPU this large bandwidth. Sohi and
Franklin [20] introduced the notion of cache bandwidth.
We emphasize the signi cance of such a metric and point

out the fact that the dynamic instruction mix of modern
pipelined architectures suggest that cache bandwidth itself can become a bottleneck in the performance of future
high performance architectures. It is essential that future
processors use multiported caches [25] or implement cache
interleaving or other techniques to increase the bandwidth
of caches to more than one element per cycle.

3.2 The Access/Execute Balance

Callahan et al. [3] derived their balance metrics based
on the objective of overlapping accessing with oating
point operations. Decoupled access/execute (DAE) architectures [22] [26] [11] accomplish exactly this. It is true
that pixie and pixstats simulate execution of the program,
and give information about pipeline interlocks, but execution in a DAE paradigm with actual memory latencies and
cache con gurations would provide a more realistic picture
of the program balance. Also, the balance metrics and
mod section 2.1 do not consider branch instructions or
address arithmetic. In this subsection, we study the balance in a DAE architecture and illustrate the imbalance
taking into aspect the data cache, and address arithmetic
and branch instructions. We also present a multiple queue
decoupled architecture that reduces the imbalance.
We rst simulate the execution of a DAE machine with
one access processor (AP) and one execute processor (EP)
as in [11] [12]. The access and execute unit are assumed
to have the instruction sets and operation latencies of the
MIPS R3000/3010 processors. There is a load queue and
store queue in the architecture, and they can be specied as sources and destinations (as appropriate) in the
instructions. Appropriate modi cations in the instruction set for handling the queues is assumed. For array
accesses with addresses known at compile-time, the access processor manages the loops and sends an end-of-data
token through the queues, after fetching the entire data
structure. The execute processor performs the computations until it receives the end-of-data token. Appendix
III shows a sample loop coded for the DAE architecture.
The number of instructions executed by the access processor and execute processor for single precision data are
presented in Table 7.
Benchmark
AP instr EP instr AP count/
count
count
EP count
convolution
5000
3975
1.26
correlation
11083
5926
1.87
saxpy.unequal 12253
2251
5.44
saxpy.equal
3502
2251
1.56
lll11
2765
2501
1.11
strcpy
10012
6001
1.67
Table 7. AP and EP instruction counts and their ratio
Next, we calculate a ratio of the execution times of
the AP and the EP. We de ne AP stand-alone time as the
time taken by the AP to complete the access part of the
program assuming a perfect EP. Similarly, EP stand-alone
time is de ned as the time taken by the EP to complete
its share of the code assuming a perfect AP and perfect
memory. We de ne AP/EP skew as the ratio of AP standalone time to EP stand-alone time. Previous research [11]
[12] illustrates that data caches are useful in DAE architectures. The DAE architecture that we simulated uses a
1 kbyte data cache and the AP stand-alone time shown
does include the e ect of the data cache. We actually
performed simulations without the cache also. In the programs that we executed on the DAE simulator, the data
cache was seen to improve the performance of only convolution, correlation and strcpy benchmarks. (The cache

is 8-way set associative and uses 8 byte blocks. The cache
size is kept small so that the entire data set does not t
into the cache.) In Table 8 we present AP/EP skew for
memory cycle time t equal to 5, 10, and 15 cycles. (A vlaue
greater than 1 indicates AP bottleneck and a value less
than 1 indicates EP bottleneck.) The values in parenthesis shows the ratio without the cache. In the benchmark
column, .S represents single precision oating point data,
and .D indicates double precision oating point data.
Benchmark
conv.S
conv.D
corr.S
corr.D
saxpy.un.S
saxpy.un.D
saxpy.eq.S
saxpy.eq.D
lll1.S
lll1.D
lll3.S
lll3.D
lll11.S
lll11.D
strcpy
G.M.

t=5
0.65 (1.42)
1.55 (2.12)
1.10 (1.42)
1.03 (1.89)
3.43 (3.43)
3.99 (3.99)
2.62 (2.62)
3.33 (3.33)
0.90 (0.90)
1.33 (1.33)
1.22 (1.22)
1.79 (1.79)
3.13 (3.13)
3.85 (3.85)
1.57 (3.34)
1.80(2.15)

t=10
t=15
0.75 (2.54) 0.84 (3.75)
2.33 (4.00) 3.12 (5.95)
1.13 (2.29) 1.18 (3.39)
1.47 (3.39) 1.17 (5.07)
5.24 (5.24) 7.83 (7.83)
6.86 (6.86) 10.30 (10.30)
5.20 (5.20) 7.79 (7.79)
6.65 (6.65) 9.96 (9.96)
1.80 (1.80) 2.69 (2.69)
2.65 (2.65) 3.97 (3.97)
2.43 (2.43) 3.64 (3.64)
3.56 (3.56) 5.34 (5.34)
6.20 (6.20) 9.28 (9.28)
7.66 (7.66) 11.47 (11.47)
1.89 (6.65) 2.20 (9.98)
2.98(4.05)
4.00(6.04)

Table 8. AP/EP skew with (and without) data cache
The skew indicated in Table 8 is analogous to program
balance in section 2.1. Actually (in section 2) gives
preliminary indications about program imbalance and the
skew presents more accurate information. The direction
of the skew in Table 8 indicates that immediate attention
is required in speeding up the AP and the memory relative
to the EP performance. It may be observed that this was
implied by the instruction mix and in section 2 also.
The skew presented in Table 8 is the combined e ect
of instruction imbalance and insucient memory bandwidth. We isolate the memory bandwidth by computing
the memory access time for each program. The ratio of
time spent in memory access to EP stand-alone time before and after introducing the data cache is illustrated in
Table 9. The results indicate that bandwidth is a bottleneck in many programs even after the use of a data cache.
As mentioned in section 2.5, several compiler optimization
techniques are reducing the temporal locality in programs
and this contributes to loss of e ectiveness of the data
cache in many programs.
Program imbalance as portrayed in section 2 and the
AP/EP imbalance in DAEs illustrated in this sub-section
point to the fact that DAE architectures should be designed to handle an access process that is heavier than
the execute process. The simplest solution to this is to
incorporate more load/store units in the access processor. We propose a decoupled architecture with multiple
load/store units and multiple queues as in Fig. 3. The
system is comprised of an execute processor and an access processor. The access processor is comprised of two
address generation and load units (AGLUs) and one address generation and store unit (AGSU). Each AGLU and
AGSU has a control queue (CQ1, CQ2 and CQ3 in Fig. 3)
through which the EP can request AGLU/AGSU action.
The AGLUs and AGSU perform indexing and other address calculation instructions and can issue memory reference instructions. Two register addresses, say 30 and
31 are allocated for the two load queues, and the store
queue will be denoted by the register address 31 because

load queues can only be read and store queue can only be
written from the EP side. The two-load-queue structure
will be very useful in programs that perform computations on two arrays simultaneously. The two queue structure can be utilized even in programs loading only one
data structure. Alternate elements can be loaded to alternate queues, and the EP program loop can be unrolled
an odd number of times so that R31 and R30 are specied as sources in the alternate iterations. A multi-ported
data memory is essential for the successful operation of
decoupled systems with multiple load/store units.
Benchmark
t=5 cycles
t=15 cycles
without with without with
avg of 3
1.63
0.27
4.88
0.8
avg of 8
1.81
1.33
5.43
3.67
(avg of 3 is the average of conv, corr, and strcpy)
(avg of 8 is the average of all 8 programs)
Table 9. Ratio of time spent in memory access to EP
stand alone time (with and without data cache)
To illustrate the operation of the multiple load and
store units, a program example is provided in Appendix
IV. The code segments for the AGLUs and the AGSU are
written in elementary operations in a MIPS style. The
AGLUs and the AGSU can be designed to include autoincrementing or update instructions or branch with decrement instructions. The Wm architecture [26] has four
data fetch units and four data store units and bears some
similarities to our multiple queue decoupled architecture.
If we were to provide several load and store units, we
would have provided one store unit for every two load
units, because the frequency of store instructions is approximately half of that of load instructions.
AGLU - Address Generation and Load Unit
AGSU - Address Generation and Store Unit
LQ - Load Queue
SQ - Store Queue
CQ - Control Queue

AGLU-1

Data
Memory

Access
Processor

AGLU-2

AGSU

Instruction
Memory

CQ1
LQ1

CQ2
LQ2

Execute
Processor

CQ3
SQ

Figure 3: A decoupled architecture with multiple
load/store units and multiple queues
We simulated the multiple queue decoupled architecture and studied the imbalance between access and execute processes under that condition. The ratio of the
instruction counts in a decoupled architecture with one
load/store unit and the architecture with three load/store
units is shown in Table 10. There are 3 threads of operation in the AP. By AP instruction count, the number
of instructions (or basic operations) in the longest thread

in the AP is referred to. Except in saxpy.unequal where
the compiler could not remove the address arithmetic in
each iteration, the access and computation workloads are
almost matched.
It may be bene cial to incorporate one load/store unit
for each data structure being accessed. In computations
of the form V = V + V*V, where V denotes a vector,
ecient operation would need 3 load units and 1 store
unit, especially if an add-multiply pipeline (as in the IBM
RS/6000) exists in the EP. But it is yet to be seen how
frequently such computations arise, and how utilized the
third load unit would be.
Benchmark
Single L/S unit 3 L/S units
convolution
1.26
0.72
correlation
1.87
1.33
saxpy.unequal
5.44
2.77
saxpy.equal
1.56
1.11
strcpy
1.67
1.00
lll11
1.11
0.71
G.M.
1.83
1.13
Table 10. Ratio of AP and EP instruction counts (with
single load/store unit and with 3 load/store units)

3.3 Impact of Wider Bus and Higher Memory
Bandwidth

The multiple queue decoupled architecture solves the imbalance between access and execute processes, but it may
be very expensive to construct a memory with 3 ports and
3 buses. We thought that it is worthwhile to investigate
the e ect of doubling the bus width on a uniprocessor. In
order to obtain preliminary indications on the balance of
a n-bit architecture with 2n-bit data bus, we decided to
assume an ISA similar to that of R3000/3010, but with
64-bit data paths to memory. The immediate e ect of the
assumption would be that the number of oating point
loads get halved. We recomputed program balance under the new assumption of double bus-width and double
memory (cache) bandwidth and the results are presented
in Table 11.a and Table 11.b.
benchmark %Load + % . pt
mod
%Store
tomcatv
38.8
44.7 0.87 0.69
dnasa7
31.5
29.1 1.09 0.67
fpppp
43.5
34.7 1.25 0.81
doduc
21.9
27.9 0.78 0.31
matrix300
38.3
25.5 1.51 1.34
G.M.
33.9
31.7 1.07 0.69
Table 11.a Balance in the SPEC oating point programs
on the MIPS assuming double bus-width and double
memory bandwidth
Benchmark %Load + % . pt
%Store
concat.c
38.12
41.57
concat.f
50.94
38.79
conv
49.14
24.16
corr
25.78
26.28
saxpy.eq
52.79
34.68
saxpy.uneq
21.43
13.96
G.M.
37.50
28.13

mod

0.92
1.31
2.03
0.98
1.52
1.54
1.33

0.54
1.03
1.60
0.97
1.22
1.54
1.08

Table 11.b Balance in the small benchmark programs
assuming double bus-width and double memory
bandwidth

The balance metric reduces to 1.33 and 1.07 for the
small programs and SPEC benchmarks ignoring pipeline
interlocks. Considering the interlocks as well, the respective numbers are 1.08 and 0.69. Thus we observe that
doubling bus and memory bandwidth is required to establish balance between accessing and computations in the
MIPS R3000/3010 system. It may be remembered that we
did not change our assumptions about the oating point
unit. Any improvements within the oating point unit
will aggravate the balance unless accompanied by similar
improvements on load/store issue, bus width and memory
bandwidth.

3.4 Further Comments
Number and nature of functional units in other
ne-grain parallel architectures:

Extensive research has been done on the mix of functional units required for a ne-grain parallel processor [2]
[21] [9]. The signi cance of providing a close match between the number and nature of functional units in a system and the dynamic instruction mix of the applications
running on the system was emphasized by Butler et al.
[2]. Quoting Butler et al., \Machine resources must reect the instruction frequency if we are to achieve ecient utilization of functional units. ...... If integer operations comprise nearly 38% of the instructions in the
integer benchmarks and the machine contains only one
integer unit, then it is unreasonable to expect a speed
up of much greater than two, simply because the integer
ALU will be saturated." Along the same lines, we put our
argument that if two-thirds of all instructions are access
related and if only one access instruction is issued every
cycle, one would not obtain a speed up of much more
than 1.5. There will be endless combinations and permutations of functional units that one could experiment
with. Program characteristics vary widely between applications and it is dicult and perhaps impossible to nd
a `magic con guration', ideal for all applications. Nevertheless, our studies emphasize the requirement to provide
sucient number of load/store pipes and the need for a
large bandwidth from the main memory and caches.

Impact on Prefetching/Latency Hiding Techniques:
In the recent past, as the speed disparity between processors and memory has grown, there has been fervent
research on hardware and software cache prefetching and
other latency hiding techniques. The behavior of the instruction stream as presented in section 2 can have a serious impact on many of those techniques.
Consider the simplest and time-tested mechanism of
caches. Multi-word caches capture spatial locality and reduce e ective access time. But as larger block sizes to
capture more spatial locality are employed, there is the
risk that all elements fetched may not be used by the program, and that results in further increasing the bandwidth
requirements of the program. This is particularly true in
the case of nonunit strides. We observed in section 2 that
bandwidth is a bottleneck in most supercomputing applications. Hence caches with large block sizes may constitute a burden in such programs if all elements in the cache
block are not used. This would not have been the case if
extra bandwidth was available.
Now consider software cache prefetching [19] [6] [10]
[16]. In the simplest mechanism to insert advisory prefetch
instructions, a prefetch is added for every load instruction. If loads constitute almost 40% of all instructions in
the instruction stream, indiscriminate software prefetching results in increasing the code size by 40%. The need to
issue so many extra instructions can nullify the bene ts of

prefetching itself. This problem has been solved by previous researchers by generating prefetches only for potential
cache misses [19] [10] [16]. If the instruction stream contained a fairly low percentage of loads, there would have
been no requirement for such optimizations. Another issue
is that indiscriminate (unoptimized) software prefetching
may increase the memory bandwidth requirement. If computer systems had \lots and lots of extra bandwidth" [17],
this would not have been a problem, but in the light of
the scenario in section 2, it is a serious problem. In software prefetching, if the address generated for prefetching
cannot be preserved until the actual load, duplicate address generation may be required which can increase the
code size. Our studies show that the SPEC oating point
programs generate roughly 13% address computation instructions, which indicate the worst case overhead that
may arise due to duplicate address generation.
All anticipatory cache prefetching policies can result
in super uous fetches and extra memory trac. In the
case of control dependencies, incorrect branch predictions
or aggressive prefetching along both paths create superuous fetches and extra memory trac. Since memory
bandwidth is already a bottleneck, aggressive prefetching
can reduce performance rather than improve it.
The bottom line, as Mowry et al. [16] also pointed
out, is that latency can be hidden only if extra memory
bandwidth is available. Our studies on program balance
suggest that techniques such as blocking [13] that optimize locality and reduce bandwidth requirements of the
program are more relevant than latency hiding techniques.
Caches capture locality and reduce memory bandwidth requirements of programs. But as pointed out in
section 2.5, common subexpression elimination and avoiding RAW (Read after Write) hazards by using registers
and many other common optimizations of code reduce
temporal locality in code, and that reduces the impact of
caches. As mentioned in section 3.2, out of the 8 traces we
used for simulations, only 3 bene tted from data caches.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the dynamic instruction stream
of the MIPS processor while executing the SPEC oating
point programs and several oating point kernels and observed that these programs place heavier demands on the
memory system than on the oating point units in the
R3000/3010 system. On the average, every other instruction in the dynamic instruction stream of these programs
is a load or store instruction. Including address computation, access related instructions constitute roughly twothirds of all instructions executed by typical oating point
programs. The imbalance in the instruction stream has a
major impact on the design of future processor and memory systems. If two-thirds of all instructions are accessrelated and if only one access instruction is issued every
cycle, one would not obtain a speed up of much more than
1.5. The computing power in many of today's computers
exceeds their accessing power and computer designers and
architects should emphasize on balancing this mismatch.
We presented the design of a decoupled access/execute architecture that can issue up to three access instructions
in a cycle. With the multiple load/store units that it has,
it is successful in balancing the access process with the
execute process.
The instruction stream statistics presented in the paper point to a big demand from cache and memory in
terms of bandwidth. Aggressive instruction issue is being studied by many researchers. Unless supplemented
by equivalent memory systems, Amdahl's law shows that
the performance of computer systems will be limited by
memory bandwidth. Single instruction stream parallelism
will not be much greater than two, if memory bandwidth
is limited to one. The Cray supercomputers always pro-

vided plenty of extra memory bandwidth [17]. As large
amounts of high performance computing is getting shifted
to smaller computers, their designers should be aware of
the demands made by supercomputing applications on the
memory system.
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Appendix I
This appendix contains an example of how our pro ling program would tag the instructions to access, execute,
address arithmetic, overhead memory reference or branch
related types. This is the inner loop for saxpy with equal
increments, when compiled with the -O1 option. The less
optimized version is chosen for illustration so that the loop
contains a few overhead memory references. Most of the
overhead memory accesses are eliminated by compiler in
the -O4 option.
(a) Source - saxpy with equal increments
do 10 i=1,n
y(i)=y(i)+a*x(i);
10 continue
(b) tagged code
$32: lw $24,8004($sp)
mul $25,$24,4
addu $8,$sp,8008
addu $9,$25,$8
lw $10,-4008($9)
mul $11,$15,$10
lw $12,-8008($9)
addu $13,$12,$11
sw $13,-8008($9)
lw $14,8004($sp)
addu $24,$14,1
sw $24,8004($sp)
blt $24,1000,$32

; load current i to R24 ;(OMA)
; Overhead memory access
; i times data size to R25 ;(ADDR)
; Address arithmetic
; Array start address
;(ADDR)
; Address arithmetic
; Base address in R9
;(ADDR)
; Address arithmetic
; operand x(i) to R10
;(ACC)
; Data access
; a*x(i) { R15 contains a ;(EXE)
; Execute
; operand y to R12
;(ACC)
; Data access
; y(i) + a*x(i)
;(EXE)
; Execute
; save new y
;(ACC)
; Data access
; load current index
;(OMA)
; Overhead memory Access
; increment index
;(ADDR)
; Address arithmetic
; store new index back ;(OMA)
; Overhead memory Access
; inner loop ends
;(BR)
; Branch

